
Money is an Energy and a Divine Gift 
 

Energy cannot be created or destroyed, it can however be transmuted. Think of all those who 
have touched your money.  Whoever held that money before you may have been feeling lack, 
greed, that money is evil or any other host of negative belief systems around money. When they 
touched that money, their energy transferred onto the money.   
 

Your money is holding lots of negative energy! 
 
Whatever energy is on it will stick to it until it is transmuted.  Clearing and blessing your 
money is a powerful practice to attract more Abundance to you, but it also turns the money into 
a spiritual vehicle and therefore it can go further in adding to the light of the world.  
 
Since almost everyone is strongly attached to money, we are also emotionally attached to 
money. Whatever we are sending out emotionally, sticks to the money and it then affects those 
it comes in contact with. Would you like to attach Love, Blessings and Gratitude onto your 
money and let it spread wherever it is meant to go?  It may enrich the lives of many by feeding 
the hungry, the poor, bringing people joy or supporting a worthy business or cause. When you 
cleanse your money and add a blessing, your money is charged with a higher frequency and it 
will go as far as it can! 
   
Never feel lack when you exchange your money; never feel greedy! Your energy, intentions and 
emotions go with the money and it will come back to you as you intend!   
 

Giving gratitude for anything in your life will return more of the like. 
 
I like to use the Young Living ABUNDANCE essential oil in my wallet to raise its frequency.  
The scent also reminds me to bless my money.  More on that here… 
http://healthyalchemy.com/new/index.php/buying-essential-oils-at-wholesale/#.WYORqP_yvZs 

 
The Method 

 
You can do this with anything… money, food, drink, a gift, a crystal etc. 

 
To neutralize any negative energy on your money and make it a spiritual vehicle… place the 
money on your left palm and put your right hand on top of it, then cleanse and bless it by saying 
this, or something similar.  You can make up your own version that feels right for you… 
 

• “May this donation add to the light of the world and come back to me blessed and 
multiplied.”  Then visualize how it is adding to the light. 

• “I Bless this with Pure Love and Light and Pure Source Energy.” 
• “Thank you, I love you”   
• “I’m so grateful and thankful”  


